
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL LEBENSTIL 

DEUTSCHER LEBENSTIL UND DEUTSCHE KUL TUR 
(German Lifestyle and Culture) 

8 aspects of German culture foreigners should embrace 

Alberto Samo, in Frankfur , runs a language cafe wher people can practice their lanr,.1age skills over 
coffee. The Sprachcaffe concept is yet another example of the /anguage,/oving German culture. 

A love of languages 

Germany is well-known for its reputation as a country of language-learners who often 
blow us away when they start speaking in foreign tongues. 

Some attribute the German proficiency in languages to its status as a trading 
superpower with links all over the world. In order to get a foothold in many industries 
you are expected to speak at least a couple of foreign languages to a proficient level, 
most commonly English or Chinese. 

This also links to Germany's geographical positioning: being near to or bordering 
France, Belgium, the Netherlands, Italy, Croatia, Poland, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, 
Denmark and more means that Germans are likely to be exposed to a number of 

Sizeable communities of immigrants speaking Turkish, Russian, Greek, Polish, Kurdish 
and more languages also mean that a number of Germans are likely to speak, or have 
at least had a lot of expose to, foreign languages. 

Language education is also more important in Germany than in many other countries. 
Most Germans learn English as their first foreign language at school, though some learn 
French or Latin first. A diverse range of languages are offered in many schools such as 
Russian, Italian, Spanish, Polish, Dutch and Classical Greek. 

Unlike in many English-speaking countries, Germans are conscious that their native 
tongue is not, so to speak, an 'international language'. They are brought up on 
television and books which are often in English, French or other languages. This is 
probably a large factor in their impressive language skills, <>s probably explains their 
willingness to learn more. 


